Characterizing biochemical and morphological variations of clinically relevant anatomical locations of oral tissue in vivo with hybrid Raman spectroscopy and optical coherence tomography technique.
This study aims to characterize biochemical and morphological variations of the clinically relevant anatomical locations of in vivo oral tissue (ie, alveolar process, lateral tongue and floor of the mouth) by using hybrid Raman spectroscopy (RS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) technique. A total of 1049 in vivo fingerprint (FP: 800-1800 cm-1 ) and high wavenumber (HW: 2800-3600 cm-1 ) Raman spectra were acquired from different oral tissue (alveolar process = 331, lateral tongue = 339 and floor of mouth = 379) of 26 normal subjects in the oral cavity under the OCT imaging guidance. The total Raman dataset were split into 2 parts: 80% for training and 20% for testing. Tissue optical attenuation coefficients of alveolar process, lateral tongue and the floor of the mouth were derived from OCT images, revealing the inter-anatomical morphological differences; while RS uncovers subtle FP/HW Raman spectral differences among different oral tissues that can be attributed to the differences in inter- and intra-cellular proteins, lipids, DNA and water structures and conformations, enlightening biochemical variability of different oral tissues at the molecular level. Partial least squares-discriminant analysis implemented on the training dataset show that the integrated tissue optical attenuation coefficients and FP/HW Raman spectra provide diagnostic sensitivities of 99.6%, 82.3%, 50.2%, and specificities of 97.0%, 75.1%, 92.1%, respectively, which are superior to using either RS (sensitivities of 90.2%, 77.5%, 48.8%, and specificities of 95.8%, 72.1%, 88.8%) or optical attenuation coefficients derived from OCT (sensitivities of 75.0%, 78.2%, 47.2%, and specificities of 96.2%, 67.7%, 85.0%) for the differentiation among alveolar process, lateral tongue and the floor of the mouth. Furthermore, the diagnostic algorithms applied to the independent testing dataset based on hybrid RS-OCT technique gives predictive diagnostic sensitivities of 100%, 76.5%, 51.3%, and specificities of 95.1%, 77.6%, 89.6%, respectively, for the classifications among alveolar process, lateral tongue and the floor of the mouth, which performs much better than either RS or optical attenuation coefficient derived from OCT imaging. This work suggests that inter-anatomical morphological and biochemical variability are significant which should be considered as an important parameter in the interpretation and rendering of hybrid RS-OCT technique for oral tissue diagnosis and characterization.